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1 Introduction1.1 ContextIn the past few years, there has been growing interest in wide area \All Optical Networks" with wavelengthdivision multiplexing (WDM), using wavelength routing. These are considered to be candidates for futurewide area backbone networks. The ability to tap into attractive properties of optics, including the very highbandwidth potential of optical �ber, makes these networks attractive for backbone transport networks. Atthe same time, the WDM technique can be used to bridge the mismatch between user and �ber equipment.A fuller discussion of wide area optical networks can be found in [8, 13, 18, 9].Virtual topology design over a WDM WAN is intended to combine the best features of optics andelectronics. This type of architecture has been called \almost-all-optical" because tra�c is carried fromsource to destination without electronic switching \as far as possible", but some electronic switching maybe performed. The architecture uses clear channels between nodes, called lightpaths, so named because theytraverse several physical links but information traveling on a lightpath is carried optically from end-to-end.Usually a lightpath is implemented by choosing a path of physical links and reserving a particular wavelengthon each of these links for the lightpath. This is known as the wavelength continuity constraint, indicatingthat a lightpath consists of a single wavelength over a sequence of physical links. This constraint can berelaxed by assuming the availability of wavelength converters at intermediate nodes. However, this involvesnot only expensive equipment but further complications relating to the tuning delay of converters and theissue of converter placement, and in this survey we treat the wavelength continuity constraint as part of theproblem, for the most part. Because of limitations on the number of wavelengths that can be used, andhardware constraints at the network nodes, it is not possible to set up a clear channel between every pair ofsource and destination nodes. The particular set of lightpaths we decide to establish on a physical networkconsists the virtual (otherwise called the logical) topology.The tradeo� involved here is between bandwidth and electronic processing overhead. Forming lightpathslocks up bandwidth in the corresponding links on the assigned wavelength, but the information traveling onthe lightpath does not have to undergo electro-optic conversion at the intermediate nodes. A good virtualtopology trades some of the ample bandwidth inherent in optical �ber to obtain a solution that is the bestof both worlds.The use of WDM allows the utilization of the large bandwidth inherent in optical �ber. In some cases,the �ber has been used as a simple alternative to copper wire. This means that only a single wavelength isused to carry information over a �ber and the �ber then acts as a point-to-point link of a given bandwidth.With WDM, each wavelength can utilize bandwidths comparable to that which the entire �ber was providing.With the further use of wavelength routing or virtual topologies, the bandwidth available to tra�c goes upfurther. Figure 1 shows a simple physical network in which lightpaths, indicated by dotted lines, have beenset up to allow communication by a clear channel between nodes which are not directly connected by a�ber link. Two lighpaths can share a physical link by using di�erent wavelengths. An attractive feature ofthe process of stepping up from point-to-point �bers to WDM and then virtual topologies is that it can be1
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Figure 1: A WDM network. The routing nodes are interconnected by point-to-point �ber links and may haveaccess nodes connected to them. The dotted lines show lightpaths.undertaken in an incremental manner with current networks [15]. The virtual topology provides a certainmeasure of independence from the physical topology, because di�erent virtual topologies can be set up onthe same physical topology, though the set of all virtual topologies that can be set up is constrained by thephysical topology.In setting up a virtual topology, the usual considerations are delay, throughput, equipment cost andrecon�gurability.The virtual topology design problem bears certain similarities to other topology design problems innetworks. At a rudimentary level, routing problems on any packet switched network is an attempt towardsimposing a topology on the network. In fact it is helpful to think of the virtual topology as being an opticallayer which provides a topology distinct from the physical topology on which to route packet tra�c [10, 18].This is appropriate because optical technology, allowing more capacity than electronic technology in the�eld of transmission but not nearly as developed in the information processing and storage �elds, is bettersuited for application at the data transport level, that is, nearer to the physical layer. However, the virtualtopology is designed with the express intention of managing network performance and improving congestionor throughput metrics, so tra�c routing over the available topology has been considered as part of the virtualtopology problem [14, 17, 15]. The Virtual Path (VP) allocation problem in ATM networks also concernssetting up a topology to be imposed on the physical topology available with a view to improving networkperformance metrics. With complete relaxation of the wavelength continuity constraint, the virtual topologydesign problem becomes more like, but not quite identical to, the ATM VP allocation problem.Virtual topologies can also be designed on broadcast LAN (so-called multihop) lightwave networks. Thisproblem is similar to the virtual topology problem for all optical WANs, but with su�cient di�erences for itto be considered a di�erent probelm, as we remark in Section 1.2.In general, virtual topology design problems can be formulated as optimization problems aimed atmaximizing network throughput or other performance measures of interest. Typically, the exact solution2



can be easily shown to be NP-hard, and heuristic approaches are needed to �nd realistic good solutions.For this purpose, the problem can be decomposed into four subproblems. The �rst is to decide what virtualtopology to embed on a given physical topology, that is, what are the lightpaths to be implemented. Routingof these lightpaths on the physical topology and the assignment of wavelengths to them are the next twoproblems. The routing of packet tra�c on the lightpaths is also usually seen to be a part of the virtualtopology problem.The above discussion focuses on the issue of throughput or delay optimization, which are related tonetwork performance. There are at least two other important related issues. The �rst is related to thecost required to set up and operate the network, which is an important practical consideration. Thus,a particular virtual topology may result in lower delay and higher throughput than another, but if thelatter virtual topology involves the use of fewer expensive network components such as optical switches orconverters, resulting in a lower overall implementation cost, then in practice it may well be chosen over the\better" one. This issue is discussed in Section 2.1.The second issue relates to the recon�gurability of optical networks using virtual topology. Recon�g-urability is seen as one of the strengths of optical networks in general and the virtual topology approach inparticular. A virtual topology is designed on the basis of tra�c patterns and a physical topology. Beingable to implement a new virtual topology provides adaptability (when tra�c patterns change), self-healingcapability (when the physical topology changes due to failure of network components) and upgradability(when the physical topology changes due to the addition or upgrading of network components). Thus beingable to redesign a virtual topology and con�gure the network to the new one from the old one is of interestto the virtual topology problem in general, and we have considered it within the scope of this survey.1.2 ScopeA similar virtual topology design problem exists for broadcast optical networks, used as LANs. In thesenetworks, there is a single broadcast medium which is accessed by all nodes in the network. Lightpaths areset up by assigning a wavelength to a source-destination pair which then acts as a clear channel betweenthem. Tra�c is sent from one node to another using a lightpath if one is available, or a sequence of lightpathsif a direct lightpath is not available. For this reason, these networks are called multihop networks. Thesenetworks are distinct from the wavelength routed WANs that are the subject of this survey. This surveydoes not deal with virtual topology problems in broadcast optical networks. One of the reasons the virtualtopology problem is di�erent in that case is that with a broadcast medium, the physical topology does notconstrain the virtual topologies that can be implemented. Another reason is that since each lightpath inthe network needs a unique wavelength, there is no possibility of wavelength reuse as with WDM WANs. Asurvey of these problems for multihop networks can be found in [11].The virtual topology design problem outlined has been formulated in terms of static tra�c demands.That is, the bandwidth demand from one node to another or the average tra�c ow from one node toanother is considered to be known when designing the virtual topology. This is distinct from topology design3



problems for networks in which we are interested in designing topologies and algorithms that will allow usto estimate and obtain optimum blocking probabilities under dynamic tra�c demands, that is, calls whichare established and terminated on demand [6]. This is not to say that tra�c demands are assumed never tochange in an actual network. However, such changes are not visible to a single instance of our static virtualtopology design probelm. If the tra�c pattern changes signi�cantly, it would act as the input data for a newvirtual topology design, and the old virtual topology would be recon�gured to the new virtual topology, atopic we discuss in Section 5. Consequently, each virtual topology is designed only on the basis of a singleaverage tra�c demand pattern. Of course, it is possible that such a tra�c pattern is itself made up of acombination of di�erent estimates of network tra�c, but this is not part of the virtual topology problem.Another way to make this distinction is to state that the virtual topologies we consider are sets of staticlightpaths, not slowly varying lightpaths as would be the case if lightpaths were set up and torn down inresponse to user demands.The virtual topology design encompasses only the transport network and not the access network. As weremarked above, the advantages of optical technology lie in switching and transmission, not processing orstorage. Thus, electronic switching and transmission (or similar protocols over a physical �ber medium) aremore suitable in access networks where the bandwidth requirements are low and processing requirements (asin routing or consolidating) are relatively high. The virtual topology design problem is accordingly de�nedon transport or backbone networks only, not access networks.1.3 Structure of the SurveyThis survey is organized as follows. In Section 2, the architecture of wavelength routed WANs is describedand notations pertaining to these are introduced. Section 3 describes approaches related to network perfor-mance optimization, including mathematical formulations and algorithms. Some particular approaches notconforming to any of these categories are described in Section 4. Section 5 addresses the recon�gurationissue. Section 6 concludes the survey.2 Architecture and Notations2.1 Network ComponentsWavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) refers to the use of distinct wavelengths over an optical �ber toimplement separate channels. An optical �ber can carry several channels in parallel, each on a particularwavelength. The number of wavelengths that each �ber can carry simultaneously is limited by the physicalcharacteristics of the �ber and the state of optical technology used to combine these wavelengths onto the�ber and isolate them o� the �ber. This limit was of the order of 10 in past years and is currently of theorder of 100 and growing. WDM has been seen as not only an obvious multiplexing method for the opticalmedium, but a technique vital to utilising the huge bandwidth of the �ber medium, because it can be usedto correct the mismatch between the bandwidth available in the �ber and the bandwidth requirement of end4
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Figure 2: A Wavelength Routerusers [14].An add/drop multiplexer (ADM) is an optical system that is used to modify the ow of tra�c througha �ber at a routing node [7]. An ADM passes tra�c on certain wavlengths through without interruption oroptoelectronic conversions (conversions to electronic form and back to optical form), while tra�c on otherwavelengths is terminated optically, that is, converted to electronic form (the wavelength is dropped). Somewavelengths can also be added, that is, tra�c is injected at this node using those wavelengths.A Wavelength Router (WR) is a more powerful system than an ADM. It takes in a signal at each of thewavelengths at an input port, and routes it to a particular output port, independent of the other wavelengths[6, 17]. A WR with N input and N output ports capable of handlingW wavelengths can be thought of asWindependent N�N switches. These switches have to be preceded by a wavelength demultiplexer and followedby a wavelength multiplexer to implement a WR, as shown in Figure 2. Thus a WR can cross-connect thedi�erent wavelengths from the input to the output, where the connection pattern of each wavelength isindependent of the others. For this reason, it is sometimes also called a wavelength cross-connect. Thisdescription highlights the routing function of the WR. Of course, some of the wavelengths on some of theinput ports may be carrying signals which are destined for an access node directly connected to the WR inquestion. In this case, that signal has to be extracted from the optical medium at this WR. To do this, itis necessary to terminate that particular wavelength, convert the data into electronic form, and deliver it toa higher layer. There may also be signals on some wavelengths which need to be forwarded to other nodeson a di�erent wavelength. The wavelength has to be terminated in this case as well, the signal extractedto electronic form, converted back to optical form in the other wavelength and injected to an output port.To highlight the fact that the WR does both forwarding entirely in the optical domain (optical switching)as well as forwarding via conversion to electronic form and back to optical (more like conventional routing),they are sometimes also called Wavelength Routing Switches (WRS) [14, 15].5



(a) No Conversion (b) Fixed Conversion

(c) Limited Conversion (d) Full ConversionFigure 3: Wavelength ConversionA Wavelength Converter is an optical device that can be used in an optical router, to convert thewavelength a channel is being carried on [16]. Without wavelength conversion, an incoming signal from portpi on, say, the wavelength �1 can be optically switched (without intermediate optoelectronic conversions)to any port pj , but only on the wavelength �1. With wavelength conversion capability, this signal could becould be optically switched to any port pj on any wavelength �k. That is, wavelength conversion allows aclear optical channel to be carried on di�erent wavelengths on di�erent physical links. Di�erent levels ofwavelength conversion capability are possible. Figure 3 illustrates the di�erences for a single input and singleoutput port situation; the case for multiple ports is more complicated but similar. Full wavelength conversioncapability implies that any input wavelength may be converted to any other wavelength. Limited wavelengthconversion denotes that each input wavelength may be converted to any of a speci�c set of wavelengths,which is not the set of all wavelengths for at least one input wavelength. A special case of this gives us�xed wavelength conversion, where each input wavelength is converted to exactly one wavelength. If eachwavelength is \converted" only to itself, then we have no conversion. If a node has limited or full wavelengthconversion capability, then the conversion to be e�ected can be con�gured as part of the virtual topologydesign. The advantage of wavelength conversion is that the virtual topology that can be implemented is lessconstrained, since the wavelength continuity constraint is removed. Thus wavelength use is more e�cient.However, the use of converters increases cost, as well as the complexity of the problem. The cost increasecan be minimized by using limited conversion rather than full conversion, and assuming a small number ofconverters rather than conversion capability in every node. But these assumptions introduce the problemsof specifying the nature of the limited conversion and placement of converters in the network, which greatlyincrease the di�culty of topology design.The virtual topology designed and implemented on a physical network not only determines the perfor-mance of the network in terms of metrics like throughput, but also carries a cost associated with the virtualtopology, determined by how many and what network components are used to implement that virtual topol-ogy. Attempting to model the network cost is a related �eld to the virtual topology design problem. Theprimary goal of such studies is to provide an idea of the comparative impacts of various system compo-6



nents on system cost, and hence provide guidelines for economically e�cient virtual topology design, ratherthan actually determine the cost of implementing a virtual topology. Comparatively few studies have beenundertaken in this area, see [2] for such a study. Guidelines that result from such studies may relate tochoosing some initial parameters for the virtual topology, as suggested in [2], or may be integrated into theoptimization procedure to �nd the virtual topology. The latter approach is taken in [4], where a heuristic isdesigned for the topology design problem with a goal of maximizing wavelength utilization in the WavelengthRouters, which would certainly have an impact on the cost of the virtual topology.2.2 NotationsIn this section, we de�ne some terminology and notations and introduce some concepts which will be usedin the following sections, and which are common to most formulations of the virtual topology problem.Physical Topology A graph Gp(V;Ep) in which each node in the network is a vertex, and each �ber opticlink between two nodes is an arc. Each �ber link is also called a physical link, or sometimes just a link.The graph is usually assumed to be undirected, because each �ber link is assumed to be bidirectional.There is a weight associated with each of the arcs which is usually the �ber distance or propagationdelay over the corresponding �ber.Lightpath A lightpath, as we remarked above, is a clear optical channel between two nodes. That is, tra�con a lightpath does not get converted into electronic forms at any intermediate nodes, but remainsand is routed as an optical signal throughout. With the usual wavelength continuity constraint, thelightpath becomes a sequence of physical links forming a path from source to detination, along with asingle wavelength which is set aside on each of these links for this lightpath.Virtual Topology A graph Gv(V;Ev) in which the set of nodes is the same as that of the physical topologygraph, and each lightpath is an arc. It is also called the logical topology, and the lightpaths are alsocalled logical links. Usually this graph is assumed to be directed, since a lightpath may exist fromnode A to node B while there is none from node B to node A. This graph is also weighted, with thelightpath distance of each lightpath (see below) acting as the weight of the corresponding arc.Link Indicator Whether a physical link exists in the physical topology from a node l to another node m,denoted by plm which is 1 if such a link exists in the physical topology and 0 if not.Lightpath Indicator Whether a lightpath exists from a node i to another node j, denoted by bij which is1 if such a lightpath exists in the virtual topology and 0 if not.Lightpath Distance The propagation delay over a lightpath, denoted by dij for the lightpath from node ito node j. It is the sum of the propagation delays over the physical links which make up the lightpathin the virtual topology.Physical Degree The physical degree of a node is the number of physical links that directly connect thatnode to other nodes. 7



Virtual Degree The virtual (or logical) degree of a node is the number of lightpaths connecting that nodeto other nodes. The number of lightpaths originating and terminating at a node may be di�erent, andwe denote them by virtual out-degree and virtual in-degree respectively. We speak simply of the virtualdegree if these are assumed to be equal, as they often are. If this degree is assumed to be same forall nodes of the network, then this is called the virtual degree of the network. The virtual degree isdetermined in part by the physical degree, but is also a�ected by the consideration of what volume ofelectronic switching can be done at a node [17].Physical Hops The number of physical links that make up a lightpath is called the physical hop length ofthat lightpath.Logical Hops The number of lightpaths a given tra�c packet has to traverse, in order to reach from sourceto destination node over a particular virtual topology, is called the virtual or logical hop length of thepath from that source to that destination in that virtual topology.Tra�c Matrix A matrix which speci�es the average tra�c between every pair of nodes in the physicaltopology. If there are N nodes in the network, the tra�c matrix is an N �N matrix � = [�(sd)], where�(sd) is the average tra�c from node s to node d in some suitable units, such as arriving packets persecond, or a quantized bandwidth requirement. This matrix provides in numerical terms the natureof how the total network tra�c is distributed between di�erent source-destination node pairs, that is,the pattern of the network tra�c.Virtual Tra�c Load When a virtual topology is established on a physical topology, the tra�c from eachsource node to destination node must be routed over some lightpath. The aggregate tra�c resultingover a lightpath is the load o�ered to that logical link. If a lightpath exists from node i to node j,the load o�ered to that lightpath is denoted by �ij . The component of this load due to tra�c fromsource node s to destination node d is denoted by �(sd)ij . The maximum of the logical loads is calledthe congestion, and denoted by �max = maxi;j �ij .2.3 ArchitectureIn this section we characterize in more detail the WDM wavelength routed network we have been describingabove, and which Figure 1 illustrates. The network consists of several routing nodes which are connectedto each other by point-to-point optical �bers. The nodes and their physical connections are speci�ed bythe physical topology. Each of the routing nodes may have access nodes connected to it. For the purposesof virtual topology design, however, only the aggregate tra�c between routing nodes is important. Thuswe can assume that each routing node has exactly one access node connected to it. We concentrate on therouting nodes and refer to them simply as nodes. The tra�c matrix speci�es the aggregate tra�c from everynode to each of the other nodes.The �ber links connecting the nodes each support a speci�c number of wavelengths, say W . Each of thenodes is equipped with a WR capable of routing these W wavelengths. In general, no wavelength conversion8



capability is assumed to exist at any of the nodes. Every physical link carries at most one channel (lightpath)in each direction on each of the W wavelengths.Lightpaths are set up on the physical topology, creating the virtual topology. Each arc of the virtualtopology graph is a lightpath. A lightpath is set up by con�guring the source and destination nodes tooriginate and terminate a speci�c wavelength, then choosing a path from the source to destination node andcon�guring the WR at each intermediate node on that path to forward that wavelength optically to the nextnode. Thus at the intermediate nodes the tra�c is not converted to electronic form, and the lightpath actsas a single-hop path from source to destination, or a pipe, with no queuing delay. Two lightpaths that sharea physical link must be assigned di�erent wavelengths. The total number of wavelengths used on a certainlink must be W or less. The logical in-degree and out-degree are usually equal for each node. The logicaldegree of every node is usually assumed to be the same and this is called the logical degree of the network.Tra�c is routed from each source to destination node over a single lightpath if one exists for that sourceand destination, or a sequence of more than one ligthpaths or logical hops. It is usually assumed to simplifythe optimization problem that tra�c for a single source-destination pair may be bifurcated over di�erentvirtual routes. The aim of creating the virtual topology is to ensure that more tra�c can be carried withfewer optoelectronic conversions along the way. The extreme case of this would be if a lightpath could beset up from each source to each destination; however, the number of wavelengths available is usually toolimited to allow this. At the other extreme is a virtual topology which is identical to the physical topology,so that optoelectronic conversion occurs at every intermediate node. With reasonable and achievable virtualtopologies, the number of optoelectronic conversions should not be very large. Together with the fact thatin high speed wide area networks the propagation delay dominates over the queueing delay (as long as linksare not loaded close to capacity), queueing delays are typically neglected in the problem formulation [17].The goal of the virtual topology design process is usually to optimize network performance, such asminimize network congestion or minimize average packet delay. In the optimization, usually the number ofwavelengths available is taken as a constraint. If both minimizations are desired, then one of them is usuallyexpressed as a constraint by relating it to a known physical network characteristic. In general both areimportant because too little emphasis placed on the congestion aspect usually results in a virtual topologyvery similar to the physical topology, and too little emphasis placed on the delay aspect can result in virtualtopologies which bear little resemblance to the physical topology, with convoluted lightpaths that increasedelay [17].3 Network Performance OptimizationIn this section we provide an exact formulation of the virtual topology design problem using the packettra�c approach, and discuss speci�c techniques and heuristics, used to solve it.
9



3.1 FormulationThe exact formulation of the virtual topology problem is usually given as a Mixed Integer Linear Program.The formulation provided here follows closely that in [10], and also those in [17, 14, 15]. The symbols andterminology are as de�ned in Section 2.2. New terminology is de�ned as necessary.Additional De�nitionsLet H = [hij ] be the allowed physical hop matrix, where hij denotes the maximum number of physicalhops a lightpath from node i to node j is allowed to take. This hop matrix is one of the ways to characterizethe bounds which lightpaths in the virtual topology must be within. Let c(k)(i; j) be the lightpath wave-length indicator, i.e. c(k)(i; j) is 1 if a lightpath from node i to node j uses the wavelength k, 0 otherwise.Let c(k)lm (i; j) be the link-lightpath wavelength indicator, to indicate whether the lightpath from node ito node j uses the wavelength k and passes throught the physical link from node l to node m. Let �l denotethe logical degree of the virtual topology.ObjectiveMinimize the congestion of the network, that is, min �max (1)Subject to:Degree Constraints Xj bij � �l; 8i (2)Xj bji � �l; 8i (3)Tra�c Constraints �ij � �max; 8(i; j) (4)�ij = Xsd �(sd)ij ; 8(i; j) (5)�(sd)ij � bij�(sd); 8(i; j); (s; d) (6)Xj �(sd)ij �Xj �(sd)ji = 8>><>>: �(sd); s = i��(sd); d = i0; s 6= i; d 6= i 9>>=>>;8(s; d) (7)
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Wavelength Constraints W�1Xk=0 c(k)(i; j) = bij ; 8(i; j) (8)c(k)lm (i; j) � c(k)(i; j); 8(i; j); (l;m); k (9)Xij c(k)lm (i; j) � 1; 8(l;m); k (10)W�1Xk=0 Xl c(k)lm (i; j)plm �W�1Xk=0 Xl c(k)ml (i; j)pml = 8>><>>: bij ; m = i�bij ; m = j0; m 6= i;m 6= j 9>>=>>;8(i; j);m (11)Hop Constraints Xlm c(k)lm (i; j) � hij ; 8(i; j); k (12)DiscussionThe degree constraints (2) and (3) constrain the virtual topology to a given logical degree. Among thetra�c constraints, (4) de�nes the network congestion. Expression (5) asserts that the total tra�c on alightpath is the sum of the tra�c components on that lightpath due to all the di�erent pairs of source anddestination nodes. Constraint (6) captures the fact that the component of tra�c on a lightpath due to aparticular source-destination pair can be present only if the lightpath exists in the virtual topology, andcannot be more than the total tra�c for that source-destination pair. Constraint (7) is an expression of theconservation of tra�c ow at lightpath endpoints. All but one of the remaining constraints relate to theallocation of wavelengths to lightpaths. Constraint (8) ensures that a lightpath, if it exists in the virtualtopology, has a unique wavelength out of the available ones. Constraint (9) enforces the consistency of thelightpath wavelength indicators and the link-lightpath wavelength indicators, and expression (10) enforcesthat a wavelength can be used at most once in every physical link, avoiding a wavelength clash. Expression(11) asserts the conservation of every wavelength at every physical link endpoint for each lightpath. The lastremaining constraint, expression (12), enforces the bounds on the number of physical hops each lightpath isallowed.The parameters, or inputs, to the formulation are the tra�c matrix �, the hop bound matrix H , thenumber of wavelengths supported by a �ber W , the desired logical degree �l, and the details of the physicaltopology graph. The variables, whose values at optimum are the \output" of the MILP, relate to the virtualtopology graph, wavelength assignment in the virtual topology, and the tra�c routing over the virtualtopology. The lightpath indicators bij provide the virtual topology graph. The lightpath wavelength andlink-lightpath wavelength indicators provide the wavelength assignments to the lightpaths in the virtualtopology and also the physical links used to implement each lightpath. Lastly, the virtual tra�c loadvariables �ij and �(sd)ij provide the routing of the tra�c between each source and destination on the virtualtopology. 11



Formulations of this problem are possible that address only some and not all of these aspects. InSection 3.2.3 we discuss such approaches. Even when all these aspects are addressed, or the same aspect isaddressed, di�erent formulations of the problem are possible.The exact formulation in [14] seeks to minimize the average message delay. For this purpose �ber distancemetrics are introduced as parameters in the formulation. Throughput parameters are not considered, andthe tra�c parameters are used only to weigh the delay variables. Multiple and single logical hop paths areexplicitly distinguished in the formulation. Unlike the above formulation, in [14], as well as [10, 15], thegiven logical in-degree and out-degree of each node (the number of receivers and transmitters available atthat node) is considered to be a separate parameter, not a single parameter for the network. The formulationin [14] does not address the wavelength assignment issue, and there is no constraint corresponding to thephysical hop constraint on the lightpaths, as given by (12) in the above formulation.In [17], the bound on the number of wavelengths a single �ber can carry is ignored in the exact formu-lation. The wavelength assignment problem is also not addressed. The physical hop bound is not used toconstrain the virtual topology, instead there is an average delay constraint on each source-destination pair.The maximum propagation delay between any source-destination pair in the physical topology is denoted byd(max) and introduced in the formulation, together with a tuning factor � which determines how tightly thevirtual topology should be constrained by d(max). The average packet delay for each source-destination pairis constrained to be less than or equal to the product of � and d(max). Thus the delay performance metricis addressed using a constraint such as the following:Delay Constraints Xij �(sd)ij � �(sd)�d(max); 8s; d (13)The throughput performance metric is addressed by the goal of the optimization, which is to minimizecongestion as in the formulation provided above.The exact formulation in [15] follows the exact formulation in [14], but adds some elements. The capacityof each lighpath C is introduced as a parameter and it is used to re�ne the delay minimization goal and toset up an alternative optimization goal of maximizing the o�ered load to the network. The second goal isnon-linear in nature. The wavelength assignment problem is made part of the exact formulation.In [2], the formulation is similar to the one we have provided above, but a simpli�cation is introducedas part of the formulation. The goal of the optimization is to minimize the average physical hop lengths ofthe lightpaths in the virtual topology. The wavelength continuity constraint is not included. The lightpathdistance is constrained to be bounded by the �ber distance of the shortest path in the physical topologybetween the endpoints of that lightpath, together with a factor � introduced as a parameter. The simpli�-cation consists of pruning the search space based on the �ber length of paths: lightpaths are only allowedto use physical paths which are among the K shortest such paths between any pair of nodes, K being aparameter in the problem formulation.Some common features of the exact formulations from various studies in the literature are also shared by12



the formulation provided above. Bifurcation of tra�c for a source-destination pair over di�erent virtual pathsis allowed. In view of the predominance of propagation delay over queueing delay in high speed wide areanetworks, the queueing delay is neglected in almost every formulation of the problem. A special parameter� is introduced in [2] to bound the congestion to values at which it is reasonable to neglect queueing delays.The formulation provided above also has a speci�c feature not shared by all the others in that it does notallow for more than one lightpath from one node to another.As we discuss in Section 3.2, this formulation gets quickly intractable with size. One of the ways it canbe made more tractable is to aggregate tra�c from a given source node to all destination nodes, that is, notformulate the problem in terms of the tra�c components between each source-destination pair �(sd), buttra�c components for each source node �(s) only. This results in a more tractable formulation because thenumber of variables and constraints is lower, otherwise the formulation is similar. Of course, the solutionto the problem so formulated does not provide a complete solution to the full problem in terms of routingtra�c over the virtual topology designed, moreover there may not be a feasible solution to the originalproblem corresponding to a solution for the aggregate problem. However, the aggregate problem, being lessconstrained than the original one, helps set achievability bounds on the full problem, such as lower boundson the achievable congestion [17, 10]. Bounds which can be calculated with signi�cantly lower computationalcosts than solving the full problem are useful in evaluating heuristics employed to obtain good solutions tothe full problem, as discussed in Section 3.2.Usually, such an aggregate formulation is used after relaxing the MILP above into an LP, that is allowingthe lightpath, lightpath wavelength and link-lightpath wavelength indicator variables to take up valuesfrom the continuous interval [0; 1] rather than constraining them to be binary variables. The relaxation,like the aggregate formulation, results in a less constrained formulation, and hence is suitable for derivingachievability bounds. When the MILP is relaxed, an extra \cutting plane" constraint is introduced [17,10], to ensure that the de�nition of congestion remains consistent with the MILP formulation when tra�ccomponents may be weighted with the \fractional lightpaths" that the relaxation introduces.3.2 HeuristicsAn exact formulation of this problem such as the one given in Section 3.1 quickly grows intractable withincreasing size of the network. In fact, this problem and some of its subproblems are known to be NP-hard[5, 14, 10, 1]. Thus for networks of moderately large sizes it is not practical to attempt to solve this problemexactly. Heuristics to obtain good approximations are needed. In the rest of this section we discuss heuristicapproaches to the virtual topology design problem or to related subproblems.3.2.1 SubproblemsThe full virtual topology design problem can be approximately decomposed into four subproblems. Thedecomposition is approximate or inexact in the sense that solving the subproblems in sequence and com-bining the solutions may not result in the optimal solution for the fully integrated problem, or some later13



subproblem may have no solution given the solution obtained for an earlier subproblem, so no solution tothe original problem may be obtained. Although this decomposition follows [15], it is also consistent withthe decompositions of [17, 14, 10, 1]. The subproblems are as follows.1. Topology Subproblem: Determine the virtual topology to be imposed on the physical topology,that is determine the lightpaths in terms of their source and destination nodes.2. Lightpath Routing Subproblem: Determine the physical links which each lightpath consists of,that is route the lightpaths over the physical topology.3. Wavelength Assignment Subproblem: Determine the wavelength each lightpath uses, that isassign a wavelength to each lightpath in the virtual topology so that wavelength restrictions are obeyedfor each physical link.4. Tra�c Routing Subproblem: Route packet tra�c between source and destination nodes over thevirtual topology obtained.In terms of the formulation provided in Section 3.1, the topology subproblem consists of determining thevalues of the lightpath indicator variables bij , the lightpath routing subproblem consists of determining thevalues of the variables c(k)lm (i; j), the wavelength assignment suproblem consists of determining the values ofthe variables c(k)(i; j), and the tra�c routing subproblem consists of determining the values of the variables�(sd)ij . It may be noted that the above description of the lightpath routing subproblem is approximate since�xing the values of the variables c(k)lm (i; j) would entail specifying wavelengths for each lightpath, that issolving the wavelength assignment subproblem as well. The lightpath routing subproblem actually consistsonly of determining values of link-lightpath indicators (not included in the above formulation) and does notrefer to wavelength assignment in any way.The tra�c routing subproblem may appear to be not essential to the virtual topology design issue.Indeed, once the virtual topology is �xed by solving the �rst three subproblems, the tra�c routing subproblemis the known one of routing tra�c over a given topology, for which many algorithms exist. However, it isincluded in the list of subproblems since in the exact formulation it is an integral part of the problem todetermine how tra�c ows over the virtual topology being designed, as it should be to optimize networkperformance metrics.As we remarked above, the decomposition into subproblems is inexact and hence attempting to solvethe subproblems and combine the solutions may result in a suboptimal solution or even no solution to thefull problem. Exact solution of all the subproblems is also not possible since some of the subproblems areNP-hard as well. Heuristics must be employed to obtain good solutions to the subproblems. This also leadsto the possibility of obtaining no solution to the full problem. Some constraints are usually relaxed so thatat least some solution is obtained from the heuristics, which can be then tested for near optimality usingachievability bounds as we discuss in the following section. One of the constraints which is commonly relaxedis that of the maximum number of wavelengths that can be carried by a �ber. Of course, if after the solution14



is obtained we �nd that some of the relaxed constraints have been violated (for example, if we have assigneda link to carry more lightpaths than the maximum number of wavelengths it can carry, or the total numberof unique wavelengths used in the virtual topology is more than the maximum number of wavelengths a�ber can carry) then we would need to abandon that solution and search for a di�erent one, possibly aftermodifying the heuristics used.The virtual topology problem can be decomposed into di�erent subproblems than the ones we list above.Such di�erent decompositions are used in many of the studies we survey. However, we consider the abovedecomposition to be reasonable and fairly consistent with any others proposed in the literature we survey,and we shall refer only to this decomposition while discussing such studies.3.2.2 BoundsTo evaluate an approximate solution produced by a heuristic, we would like to know how close the obtainedsolution is to the optimal one. Since we are using the heuristic because of the very reason that the optimalsolution cannot be obtained in the �rst place, we must resort to comparing the solution obtained with knownbounds on the optimal solutions derived from theoretical considerations. These are the achievability boundswe have mentioned before (so called because they are bounds on what can be achieved in principle) and wediscuss them below.Lower Bounds on CongestionThe goal of virtual topology design is often to minimize network congestion, as in our formulation in Sec-tion 3.1. A lower bound on the congestion obtained from theoretical considerations allows us to know thatan even smaller value of congestion cannot be achieved by any solution, and helps us evaluate the solutionproduced by some heuristic. We discuss several lower bounds on congestion below. Our discussion followsclosely that of [17], and also that of [10], as well as literature on virtual topology problems in broadcast LANscenarios as referred to in [17, 11]. More details can be found in these sources.Physical topology independent bound: This bound utilizes the fact that the load on each logicallink would be the same, and this would be the congestion, if the total tra�c in the network were equallydistributed among all the lightpaths. The value of this congestion would then act as a lower bound on anyvirtual topology that could be designed for the network under the given tra�c conditions. This bound takesinto account the total tra�c demand, but not the distribution of total tra�c among the di�erent source-destination pairs (that is, the tra�c pattern). As such, it assumes that tra�c for any source-destination paircan be assigned to any lightpath in the virtual topology, and hence, it ignores the physical topology.Let H be the tra�c weighted average number of logical hops in the virtual topology. If El denotes thenumber of lightpaths in the virtual topology and r denotes the total arrival rate of packets to the network,then it is easy to see that �max � rH =El (14)15



Thus, setting a lower bound on H results in a lower bound on the congestion. This is done from thefollowing consideration. For N nodes in the network and a logical degree �l, the maximum number ofsource-destination node pairs that can be connected by only a single hop is N�l. Similarly the maximumnumber of source-destination pairs that can be connected by only two hops is N�2l , by only three hops isN�3l , and so on. For the tra�c weighted number of hops to be minimum, source-destination pairs withthe largest amount of tra�c must be connected by a small number of logical hops. Accordingly, assumethat the N�l source-destination pairs with the largest tra�c between them are each connected by a singlehop path (that is there is a lightpath between each source and the corresponding destination). The N�2lsource-destination pairs with the next largest tra�c should be connected by two hop paths, and so on. Thetra�c weighted average number of logical hops in this case is a lower bound, in other wordsH �Xk kSk (15)where Sk is the sum of the tra�c fractions (with respect to total network tra�c r) which consist the k-thblock when the tra�c fractions are arranged in descending order of magnitude, and the i-th block is madeup of N�il successive elements in that list.Minimum ow tree bound: This bound is derived from similar considerations as above, but on thebasis of each source node rather than the network as a whole. In the above we assumed that the N�lsource-destination pairs are all connected by single hop paths, and so on, but this is impossible if the �l+1top tra�c components all have the same source node, for example. In this bound, we take into account therestriction that each source node can only source �l lightpaths altogether, in addition to the considerationsabove. Thus this is a stronger bound.The calculation of this bound is done by assuming that for each source, the source is connected by onelogical hop to the �l destinations to which it has the largest amounts of tra�c, by two hops to the �2ldestinations to which it has the next largest amounts of tra�c, and so on. We then form the sum of thesetra�c components weighted by the appropriate number of hops, as in the above scheme, and obtain thebound for the tra�c weighted average number of logical hops H , similar to (15). The bound on congestionis then obtained from (14), as before. We omit the derivation and exact expression of this bound, which canbe found in [17].Iterative bound: This type of bound is developed in [17, 10] by aggregating and then relaxing the MILPformulation and solving it as mentioned in Section 3.1. The additional constraint imposed on the relaxedaggregate formulation is that the congestion be higher than a lower bound on the congestion known a priori,such as the minimum ow tree bound discussed above. To improve the tightness of the bound, the valueobtained for the congestion by solving the relaxed aggregate LP can be used as a new value of the a prioribound and the LP solved again to yield a further improved bound on the congestion. This iterative processcan be carried out repeatedly to improve the tightness of the bound. It is remarked in [17] that about 25iterations result in a bound that is improved very little by further iterations.16



Independent topologies bound: This bound is proposed in [3] as another method of taking into accountthe physical topology in computing a bound on the congestion. This bound is also based on relaxing theMILP formulation to obtain a linear problem. First a logical feasible virtual topology is obtained thatmaximizes the one-hop tra�c. In the next stage, the tra�c carried by this topology is eliminated from thetotal tra�c and another virtual topology is designed which carries the maximum possible two-hop tra�c outof the residual tra�c. This procedure is repeated for successive number of hops until all the tra�c is routed.The value of congestion can now be extracted from the several topologies. If this procedure were carriedout exactly, it would be an exact solution and would not be more easily computable than a solution to theproblem itself. However, the several logical topologies are not allowed to constrain each other, so that thetopologies for more than one hop are not necessarily feasible. Thus the topologies are mutually independent.The authors of [3] note that this bound is only a little tighter than the ow tree based bound if tra�c isuniform, but becomes much tighter for highly nonuniform tra�c.Lower Bounds on the Number of WavelengthsIt is usually necessary in virtual topology design to complete the design using as few distinct wavelengthsas possible, since in practice there is a limit on the number of wavelengths a �ber can carry. This limit maybe known and introduced in the exact formulation as in the formulation of Section 3.1, but such a limitis often not included in heuristic approaches. A lower bound on the number of wavelength needed for aparticular problem is then useful in evaluating the solution provided by the heuristic. Also, in the presenceof practical limitations, an easy to compute lower bound on the number of wavelengths can provide a quicknegative answer to the question of whether a virtual topology design problem is at all feasible or not. Twosuch bounds, following [17], are discussed below.Physical topology degree bound: This bound is derived from the simple consideration that each nodein the virtual topology must source a number of lightpaths equal to the logical degree of the virtual topology�l. Considering the node with the minimum physical degree �p in the physical topology, there must besu�cient number of wavelengths to allow �l lightpaths to be realized over �p physical links, that is thenumber of wavelengths required is bound from below by W � d�l=�pe.Physical topology links bound: Another consideration is that each physical link is traversed in generalby multiple lightpaths in each direction. If we count each physical link once every time a lightpath traversesit, then the total will be greater than the number of directed physical links in the topology (we multiplythe number of links in the undirected physical topology by two to get this latter number). This is possiblebecause di�erent lightpaths on the same physical link (in the same direction) use di�erent wavelengths. Thusthe average number of lightpaths traversing a physical link can be obtained by dividing the total number ofphysical links traversed by all the lightpaths by the number of directed physical links in the topology, andthis is a bound on the number of wavelengths required.For the number of physical links traversed by all the lightpaths, we use the following argument. For17



each source node, reaching every other node requires a minimum number of physical hops, using the shortestphysical path. Let us list the N �1 possible destination nodes for a source node ni in increasing order of thenumber of physical hops needed to reach that destination from ni, and then assume that the �l lightpathssourced from ni traverse the �l physical paths which lead to the �rst �l destinations on that list. We assumethis is true for each source node ni. This assumption results in a lower bound on the total number of physicallinks traversed, and hence on the number of wavelengths. We omit the derivation and exact expression ofthis bound, which can be found in [17].Another bound, which is derived with respect to the lightpath routing and wavelength assignment sub-problems and not the complete problem, may nevertheless be useful in some cases. This is the NWC bound[5] (for Non-Wavelength Continuous) which states that given a physical topology and a set of lightpaths tobe established, the number of wavelengths needed to establish a virtual topology obeying the wavelengthcontinuity constraint is not less than the number needed to establish the same virtual topology without thewavelength continuity constraint. In general, it is not clear how tight this bound is, and it is not easilycomputable. However, it can be shown that for networks with topologies which are acyclic this bound isnot only tight but exact [5]. Thus it could be useful if after �nding a solution to the lightpath routingsubproblem we �nd an acyclic topology and want a bound to evaluate a heuristic solution to the wavelengthassignment subproblem.Bounds on the number of wavelengths required can also be found under speci�c assumptions regardingthe solution to the di�erent subproblems. For example, in [6] it is demonstrated that if the virtual topologybeing implemented is decided to be a hypercube (as part of solving the topology subproblem) then for aspeci�c proposed algorithm to map the hypercube nodes to physical network nodes (solving the rest of thetopology subproblem), the number of wavelengths required cannot be less than 23n, where n is the numberof nodes in the physical network. A similar result for a torus embedding, as well as a general result in termsof the physical topology and the topology being embedded is also provided in [6].3.2.3 Heuristic Approaches and TechniquesIn the design of heuristics or approximate solutions to the virtual topology problem, emphasis is placedon di�erent aspects of the problems by di�erent authors. In the majority of the literature, heuristics aredesigned for only some and not all the subproblems. Some assumption regarding the nature of the virtualtopology to be implemented is often a starting point for heuristic methods. Below we discuss heuristics foundin the literature surveyed under three di�erent categories. In the �rst, it is assumed that the virtual topologyto be implemented is a well-known regular topology, such as a hypercube or a shu�enet. In the second,the lightpaths of the virtual topology are assumed to be already known in terms of sources and destinationsfor each instance of the problem, and the lightpath routing and wavelength assignment subproblems areaddressed. No particular assumption is made regarding the virtual topology in the last category. Some ofthe interest in the study of regular topologies in the context of virtual topologies for WANs came from theassumption that to some extent the virtual topology could dictate the physical topology, that is, �bers couldbe laid to supplement a physical topology before implementing a virtual topology. As more and more �ber18



has been laid in practice and has become part of single wavelength optical networks utilizing the �bers aspoint-to-point links, the concern has shifted to extracting more utilization out of these �bers using WDMand virtual topologies, rather than having to lay more �bers. Thus studies relating to arbitrary physicaltopologies have attracted more interest in recent times.Regular TopologiesRegular topologies such as hypercubes or shu�enets have several advantages as virtual topologies. Theyare well understood, and results regarding bounds and averages are comparatively easier to derive. Routingof tra�c on a regular topology is usually also simpler and results are available in the literature, so thetra�c routing subproblem usually becomes trivial. Also, regular topologies possess inherent load balancingcharacteristics.Once a regular topology is decided upon as the one to be implemented as a virtual topology, it remainsto decide which physical node will realize each given node in the regular topology (this will be referred to asthe node mapping subproblem) and which sequence of physical links between two physical nodes will be usedto realize each given edge in the regular topology, that is, lightpath (this will be called the path mappingsubproblem). This procedure is also called embedding a regular topology in the physical topology. In termsof the subproblems introduced in Section 3.2, the choice of the regular topology together with the nodemapping problem make up the virtual topology subproblem, and the path mapping problem correspondsto the lightpath routing subproblem. Obviously, the number of nodes in the regular topology may not bechosen with complete freedom, instead it must obey the constraints of the regular topology. For example, thenumber of nodes in a torus must obey n = m2 for some m. In case the physical topology has a few nodes lessthan the regular topology, this can usually be circumvented by adding �ctitious nodes to it before embedding[14]. If a few more nodes are present in the physical topology, then some of the ones with less tra�c maybe combined for the purpose of embedding, though this introduces further approximations to the virtualtopology solutions. In general, the node mapping and path mapping problems leave out of considerationthe tra�c patterns in the network, and utilize metrics such as �ber distances and wavelength reuse to routelightpaths over the physical topology. Thus there is a tacit assumption of reasonably uniform tra�c patternin the use of regular topologies as virtual topologies.The mappings must also be free of wavelength clashes and must obey any prede�ned limit on the numberof wavelengths. These problems are themselves known or conjectured to be NP-hard [6, 14], hence heuristicsare needed for them. Below we discuss some approaches taken in the literature with regular topologies ascandidates for virtual topologies.Embedding via strings: In [6], the authors propose a two-phase heuristic for performing the mappings.In the �rst phase, an \equivalent" string is obtained for the physical network. In the second phase, theselected regular topology is embedded into the string. The elements listed in the string represent the nodesof the physical topology. Each edge connecting two successive elements of the string corresponds to a pathbetween the corresponding nodes. The string also has the property that any two paths that are edge disjoint19



in the string are also edge disjoint in the physical topology, so that path mapping and wavelength allocationon the string can be translated in a straightforward manner to the physical topology.Three methods of obtaining such a string representation from a physical topology are discussed in [6].The �rst two involve �nding a Hamiltonian path and an Eulerian path in the physical topology. However,there is no guarantee that such paths can be found in an arbitrary physical topology, and hence these methodsare not completely general, though they have other attractive characteristics. The third method involves�nding a spanning tree in the physical topology, which only requires that the topology graph be connected.Algorithms for embedding a torus topology and a hypercube topology into these string representations arethen presented. A general result regarding a lower bound on the number of wavelengths needed to embedan arbitrary topology Ge on another topology Gg is then derived in terms of characteristics of Ge and Gg ,and this result is used to derive lower bounds for the torus and the hypercube cases. The resulting virtualtopologies are compared in terms of logical degree of the network, average number of logical hops, and thenumber of wavelengths needed. The hypercube embedding is seen to have the better (i.e., smaller) numberof logical hops, but it requires a larger network degree and more wavelengths. It appears that algorithmscan be similarly developed for embedding other regular topologies in the string representations.The approximation in this approach is introduced at the time of obtaining a string representation. Thestring obtained is constrained by only the criteria mentioned above, and this does not guarantee that theparticular string we obtain for a given instance will lead us to an optimal or near-optimal virtual topology.However, given the regular topology to be embedded and the embedding function, it is shown in [6] thatthe particular algorithms presented are near-optimal. In this approach, the tra�c pattern in the network isignored.Comparison of topologies: Three di�erent regular topologies are compared for their suitability as virtualtopologies in [12]. The comparison is based on the number of logical hops between nodes and the number ofwavelengths required. No tra�c pattern considerations are included. In fact this comparison does not referto a physical network at all. The regular topologies are looked upon only as candidates for embedding intophysical topologies, and it is assumed that the required node mapping and path mapping may be carriedout. In this sense this study is from the perspective of the �rst part of the virtual topology subproblem, inthat the virtual topology is proposed but node mappings are not performed. However, this study addressesthe issue of wavelength routing given the virtual topology, which provides the path mapping.The three topologies compared are the K-grid topology (an extension to K dimensions of the ManhattanStreet topology), the twin shu�e topology (a shu�enet with twice the connectivity, that is two shu�enetsin parallel), and a modi�ed de Bruijn graph (de Bruijn graphs with connectivity multiplied by a factor).The basis of comparison is the degree of the network. However, this is expressed as the number of bundlesof �ber leaving each node, where each bundle carries �bers to exactly one other node but may contain morethan one �ber. Thus, the allowed number of wavelengths along a connection between two nodes would belarger with this scheme than with a single �ber scheme. This di�erence is expressed by a di�erence betweenthe number of wavelengths required to implement the virtual topology and a normalized version of the same20



number.The authors point out that the de Bruijn graph topology has the advantage of a constant number ofhops between nodes, and this number is smaller than either the average or maximum number of hops forthe other two topologies. The number of wavelengths required appear to be similar for the three topologies.Simulated Annealing: In [14], heuristics are developed for the node mapping problem for regular topolo-gies (speci�cally, hypercubes), and the solution is carried through to path mapping as well as wavelengthassignment. Thus, the node mapping part of the virtual topology subproblem, the lightpath routing, and thelightpath wavelength assignment subproblems are addressed. Moreover, the nature of the physical topologyis taken into account to some extent. The goal of each heuristic is to minimize overall average messagedelay in the virtual topology, which involves the �ber distances and the tra�c pattern in the network. Twoheuristic approaches are developed, one based on a greedy algorithm and the other on simulated annealing.In both approaches, �ctitious nodes are created in the physical topology if it has fewer nodes than thechosen hypercube. The greedy approach starts with a reasonable initial node mapping obtained by mappingthe nodes with the highest physical degrees �rst and attempting to map nodes so that logical nodes that areneighbors in the logical topology are mapped to physical nodes that are neighbors in the physical topologyas far as possible. This node mapping is then re�ned by traversing the list of nodes in reverse order of initialembedding and swapping each with a di�erent node if this would reduce the average message delay. Oncethe �nal node mapping is obtained, the path mapping is obtained by shortest path routing on the physicaltopology to realize each edge of the hypercube, that is, lightpath. A remark is made regarding the tra�crouting subproblem that shortest path routing on the hypercube virtual topology has been assumed.To assign wavelengths, physical links are ordered in decreasing order of number of lightpaths passingthrough them. For each physical link, each lightpath is assigned a di�erent wavelength if it has not alreadybeen assigned one through some other physical link. Wavelength conicts are avoided while assigning wave-lengths. This algorithm is heuristic in nature and in particular is not guaranteed to �nd a solution if thenumber of wavelengths is bounded, even if a solution exists. With unbounded number of wavelengths, thisalgorithm does not impose an obvious non-trivial bound on the number of wavelengths it uses, and such abound is not discussed in [14].In the simulated annealing heuristic, the node mapping process starts with an initial random mapping.The perturbation is provided by swapping the mapping of two nodes in the virtual topology. The acceptancecriterion is the average message delay in the network; the new mapping is always accepted if the resultingdelay decreases, and is accepted if the delay increases with a probability that goes down as the simulatedtemperature falls. Once the mapping \freezes" the path mapping and wavelength assignment are carried outas for the greedy algorithm.In [15], a very similar simulated annealing heuristic is presented, with the di�erence that the tra�crouting subproblem is assumed to be solved using the ow deviation method. The ow deviation method isa good heuristic alternative to an exactly optimal linear programming routing ow solution. The literature inwhich it was developed is referred to in [15] and also [11]. This method starts from an initial ow assignment,21



and iteratively deviates ows over alternate paths, avoiding links carrying the largest amounts of tra�c.Pre-speci�ed TopologiesIn this section we discuss studies which focus on the lightpath routing subproblem, and possibly the wave-length assignment and tra�c routing subproblems. In other words, the virtual topology in terms of a list oflightpaths with their source and destination nodes is supposed to be given for each instance of the problem.The tra�c pattern in the network, as we have seen, can be used to determine what lightpaths to set up. Thetra�c pattern can also be useful in routing the lightpaths and the tra�c, because the network performancemetrics which are the goals of the virtual topology design are related to tra�c, such as message delay orcongestion. Thus the tra�c pattern may be utilized even in an approach focused on the lightpath routingsubproblem only. However, in some approaches, it is considered that the tra�c pattern has been properlytaken into consideration while solving the virtual topology subproblem which resulted in the given set oflightpaths to be implemented, and thus the lightpaths take care of the tra�c characteristics of the network.The lighpath routing and wavelength assignment subproblems can then be viewed as having goals de�nedpurely in terms of the lightpaths, such as minimization of the number of distinct wavelengths needed.SLE: In [5], not only the source and destination, but also the routing of the lightpaths is also assumedto be given, and the problem is seen to be the assignment of wavelengths to these lightpaths. That is, thelightpath wavelength assignment subproblem is addressed, and it is called the Static Lighpath Establishment(SLE) problem. SLE as posed includes a bound on the number of wavelengths that can be used to establishthe lightpahts. It is proved that SLE as stated is equivalent to the n-graph-colorability problem, and henceNP-complete.A heuristic algorithm to assign wavelengths to a given set of lighpaths with the aim of using as fewwavelengths as possible is presented. This algorithm is based on a greedy allocation heuristic which iterativelyassigns a wavelength to as many edge disjoint lightpaths as possible before going on to the next wavelength.Longer lightpaths are allocated a new wavelength earlier. The algorithm terminates when all lightpaths havebeen assigned a wavelength. There is no obvious non-trivial bound to the number of wavelengths needed bythis algorithm, and none is discussed in [5]. A modi�ed version of this algorithm that allocates wavelengthsonly until a given maximum number of wavelengths have been allocated, and then stops, is also given. Theuse of such an algorithm is in deriving values of blocking probabilities than can be compared with valuesencountered in the dynamic case.The problem of dynamic lightpath establishment, in which lightpaths are set up and torn down ondemand, and the goal is to provide the minimum blocking probability seen by new lightpath demands, isalso discussed in [5]. However, this is outside the scope or this survey.Wavelength utilization: The study presented in [4] assumes that the virtual topology subproblem hasbeen solved and the set of lightpaths to be established is available in terms of the source and destinationnodes of the lightpaths. Thus the lightpath routing and wavelength assignment subproblems are addressed,22



and an integrated approach is taken for these two subproblems. It is assumed that tra�c related objectiveshave been addressed while obtaining the set of lightpaths to establish.The objective for the routing and wavelength assignment problem presented is to maximize wavelengthutilization at the switches. This objective is presented in terms of the utilization of the Wavelength Routers(WR) at each network node. It is assumed that enough distinct wavelengths are available so that everyWR can switch a lightpath from each of its input ports to each of its output ports. If each node has aphysical degree of N , then at least N wavelengths are needed to switch these N2 lightpaths at the WR.However, with certain wavelength allocations to some of the lightpaths, it may not be possible to switchevery wavelength at every input port to some output port, while a di�erent wavelength assignment wouldallow all the lightpaths to be set up. Thus wavelength utlization is de�ned for a WR in terms of the numberof input port wavelengths that are not \blocked" as described above.To formally de�ne the problem, the concept of a \Latin Square" is introduced. An N �N Latin Squareis �lled with N distinct elements such that no two elements in the same row or column are the same. Thisis seen to correspond to a wavelength assignment at a node such that wavelength utilization is maximum. Apartial Latin Square is one in which not all entries are present but those that are present obey the constraintabove. This represents a node at which some lightpaths have already been assigned wavelengths. Thus forachieving maximum wavelength utilization, a routing and wavelength assignment algorithm would have toensure that the solution results in a wavelength assignment at each node that is as close as possible to afull Latin Square. The algorithm can start with a partial Latin Square at each network node and proceedto �ll them by routing and assigning wavelengths to lightpaths such that this goal is achieved. The initialpartial Latin Square at each node will normally be completely empty, or some entries may be pre�lled ifsome of the lightpath routing or wavelength assignments are constrained by some factor outside the scopeof this problem. It is remarked that not all partial Latin Squares can be completed into full Latin Squares,and deciding whether a given partial Latin Square can be completed is an NP-complete problem.Two heuristic algorithms are presented to complete partial Latin Squares at individual network nodes,and then a scheme is speci�ed to use these in combination to solve the lightpath routing and wavelengthassignment problem at the network level. The �rst algorithm is based on backtracking. To reduce thenumber of backtracking steps, the concept of a degree of freedom is introduced for each entry in a partialLatin Square. For an empty entry, the degree of freedom is the number of di�erent values that can beassigned to that entry which would still result in a partial Latin Square, while the degree of freedom is zerofor an entry which already has a value assigned to it. The algorithm iteratively assigns values to emptyentries, each time assigning a value to the empty entry with the least degree of freedom, and assigning theparticular value that would result in the minimum reduction of the total degree of freedom of other entriesin the same row or the same column. If an empty entry is seen to have a degree of freedom of zero, thealgorithm backtracks to the last entry and assigns a di�erent value. The algorithm terminates when allentries are assigned values or it is known that the square cannot be completed. At worst this correspondsto an exhaustive search. The second algorithm is based on converting the problem into an edge coloringproblem in a bipartite graph, but with this algorithm the solution may violate the wavelength continuity23



constraint, that is, the WR must have wavelength conversion capability.When routing a lightpath over the network nodes and assigning a wavelength, there may be no routingthat allows the lightpath to occupy the entry with the minimum degree of freedom at each intermediate node.Thus the scheme for the overall problem at the network level involves a search for the k best shortest routesfor each lightpath, then picking the one with the minimum total degree of freedom over each intermediatenode. Similarly the wavelength is assigned by choosing a value which results in the minimum reduction ofthe total degree of freedom over each intermediate node. A remark is made to the e�ect that the goal is tomaximize the tra�c carried in one logical hop. No further detail is provided as to how to successively chooselightpaths for routing and wavelength assignment.Randomized rounding and graph coloring: In [1], the virtual topology is assumed to be given interms of a list of lightpaths with their source and destination nodes for each instance of the problem. Thelightpath routing and wavelength assignment subproblems are addressed. The tra�c pattern in the networkis not considered, and it may be assumed that this was taken into consideration when obtaining the set oflightpaths, so that each lightpath carries tra�c nearly to its capacity. Thus lightpaths themselves are usedas units of tra�c and congestion.The lightpath routing problem is formulated in terms of lightpath tra�c as a multicommodity owproblem which is known to be NP-complete. It is suggested that the problem size can be reduced considerablyby customizing the formulation for each instance of the problem, in terms only of the lightpaths that aregiven, and also by pruning the search tree by assuming that the optimal routing of a lightpath can alwaysbe found among a few alternate shortest path routing of the lightpath on the physical topology. The integerconstraints of the formulation may also be relaxed.The technique of randomized rounding is used as a heuristic algorithm to determine lightpath routing.The goal is to minimize the number of wavelengths needed to establish all the lightpaths. First, the integerconstraint on the ows representing lightpaths are relaxed, creating a non-integral multicommodity owproblem, and this is solved by some linear programming method. Then, a phase called path stripping iscarried out, in which a set of possible paths is created for each lightpath. Successive paths for the commodityrepresenting that lightpath are found from among the links that carry any part of the ow of that commodityin the solution to the relaxed ow problem. Each path is given a weight equal to the minimum fraction of thecommodity carried by a link in the path, and this minimum value is subtracted from each link participatingin the path. Once the set of paths has been obtained for all the lightpaths, a single path is chosen for eachlightpath randomly, using the weights assigned during path stripping.The wavelength assignment is presented as a separate subproblem once the lightpath routing has beencarried out. A transformation of this problem to a graph coloring problem which is known to be NP-completeis speci�ed. An e�cient well-known sequential graph coloring algorithm called smallest-last coloring isspeci�ed as the chosen method due to its simplicity.The study employs known heuristic methods with provably good characteristics to address the lightpathrouting and wavelength assignment problems. It may be noted that [1] demonstrates the use of the algorithms24



speci�ed for dynamic as well as static lightpath establishment.Arbitrary TopologiesThere are various studies proposing heuristic methods for arbitrary virtual topologies. These studies addressthe virtual topology subproblem itself, as well as some or all of the subsequent subproblems of virtualtopology design. Most of these methods take into account the e�ect of the network tra�c pattern, sincearbitrary virtual topologies are usually called for in response to non-uniform tra�c patterns and irregularphysical topologies. Some of the heuristics proposed are similar to each other. In this section we discusssuch heuristic approaches.In [20], the problem is looked upon as the establishment of an optical connection graph over a WANbased on the average tra�c demand, and then using demand based routing on this connection graph, thatis, dynamic virtual circuits, which allocate whole lightpaths at a time. The connection graph subproblempresented is therefore identical to the �rst three subproblems of the virtual topology problem as presentedin Section 3.2. The problem is formulated as a nonlinear integer programming problem, and an approximatedecomposition is presented. The heuristic algorithm is then presented, which is based on a greedy approach.The algorithm iteratively attempts to create as many lightpaths as possible using each wavelength withoutviolating the wavelength clash and continuity constraints. Lightpaths are assigned between source-destinationnode pairs in descending order of the amount of average tra�c owing between them, which favors onelogical hop tra�c. By assigning a wavelength to as many lightpaths as possible before going on to thenext wavelength, the attempt is made to utilize the number of wavelengths used for a maximum numberof lightpaths. Only a prede�ned number of wavelengths can be used, and the algorithm terminates whenno more lightpaths can be set up using these wavelengths. The authors remark that there is no guaranteethat the virtual topology obtained would be connected. To allow the routing of tra�c from any node toany other on this topology, the suggestion is made that the procedure be stopped when one wavelength stillremains, and then this wavelength be used to connect any disconnected subnetworks that may have beenformed before using it to form any other lightpaths that may be possible. The study goes on to describe arouting scheme which dynamically allocates and deallocates these lightpaths on demand, but this is outsidethe scope of this survey.Several di�erent heuristics are presented in [17]. The �rst one is simply called \heuristic logical topologydesign algorithm", and it also attempts to create lightpaths between nodes in order of decreasing tra�cdemands. A network degree is assumed to be given as part of the problem. Each lightpath is establishedbetween the nodes that have the maximum amount of tra�c between them which is not already carried bysome lightpath, provided wavelength clash, continuity, and degree constraints are obeyed. If all tra�c isaccounted for but each node does not have the required degree, the rest of the lightpaths are placed at randomobeying the constraints. A modi�ed version of this heuristic is also presented which is only applicable if thelogical degree is greater than the physical degree. In this algorithm, a pair of lighpaths in opposite directionsis initially set up for each physical edge, then the original algorithm is exactly followed. This ensures thattra�c can always be routed on the shortest physical path between any two nodes and hence can satisfy any25



physically realizable delay constraints. Another heuristic depends on the iterative bound developed in thisstudy by relaxing the MILP formulation as described in Section 3.2.2. The higher values of the lightpathindicator variables are taken to represent actual lightpaths and the lower values are discarded, obeying thedegree constraints, yielding a virtual topology. Finally, a heuristic is presented that does not take intoaccount the tra�c pattern at all, but concentrates on creating lightpaths that use only a few physical edges,since this should conserve wavelengths. Thus the heuristic �rst creates lightpaths between all nodes whichare one physical hop apart, then between all nodes which are two physical hops apart, and so on, while thedegree constraints are not violated. Wavelength assignment algorithms for the last two heuristics are notdiscussed, and lightpath routing for the LP relaxation algorithm is not discussed.A similar heuristic maximizing one logical hop tra�c is briey described in [2], but a heuristic with theopposite objective is also suggested. Since in a virtual topology some tra�c will always be carried in multiplelogical hops because of constraints on number of wavelengths and node degrees, a heuristic approach mustaccount for multihop tra�c and not only concentrate on maximizing single hop tra�c. Accordingly, thisheuristic aims at maximizing multihop tra�c. Some results are provided in which the two approaches appearto perform very similarly to each other. Details of wavelength assignment are not discussed.The study in [3] also suggests that attempts to maximize one logical hop tra�c concentrates on thecomparatively larger tra�c components, and may cause the smaller tra�c components to be routed un-reasonably and cause congestion on some physical links. A scheme is presented to avoid this. A completebipartite graph is created in which each partition contains all nodes of the physical topology. The edgesare weighted with tra�c demands between corresponding nodes. Each edge represents the shortest phys-ical path between corresponding nodes. Now a minimum weighted perfect matching is identi�ed and thecorresponding edges are eliminated from this graph. The tra�c carried by the eliminated edges is reroutedover the least congested of the remaining edges. This is repeated until the number of edges connected toeach node has been reduced from N to �l, the desired logical degree. Now this graph represents a logicaltopology with each edge representing a lightpath. The lightpath routing and wavelength assignment can bedone arbitrarily and the congestion will be the same, but di�erent number of wavelengths will be required.Since minimizing the number of wavelengths is known to be NP-hard, a known path-graph based algorithmis speci�ed for path embedding and wavelength assignment. This algorithm is described in literature referredto in [3]. If the number of wavelengths is more than the number desired, extra wavelengths may be eliminatedby choosing wavelengths which implement the least number of lightpaths, and rerouting tra�c carried bythose lightpaths along others with least load.In [10], a heuristic algorithm following the LP relaxation heuristic from [17], but more complete, ispresented. After rounding the lightpath indicator variables obtained by a suitable number of iterations ofthe LP obtained by relaxing the exact formulation, the virtual topology subproblem has been solved. Theconstraint on the number of physical hops for lightpaths, which is a part of the exact formulation providedin [10], may be lost in the relaxation, in the sense that some lightpaths may be formed with larger numberof hops than was allowed for in the exact formulation. Now the lightpath wavelength indicator variables arealso rounded using a speci�ed rounding algorithm which sets the highest of the alternative values to 1 and26



the rest to 0, maintaining consistency with the lightpath indicators as rounded previously. This results in aset of lightpath routings for each lightpath. Then a path of least resistance is followed for each lighpath fromamong the possible choice of paths to pick the routing for the lightpath. It appears that backtracking maybe necessary at this stage. At the end of this stage, a tentative wavelength assignment is also obtained, butthis assignment may not be free of clash. The last stage of the procedure is to resolve wavelength clashes.Di�erent approaches to this are discussed in [10], and the one speci�ed involves coloring a path-graph by �rstlisting nodes in order of decreasing degree, removing one node each time, and then sequentially assigningthe �rst available free color to the nodes in this order. A remark is made that the results obtained usingthe other approaches speci�ed are similar. This results in a wavelength assignment on the original virtualtopology. It appears that the bound on the number of wavelengths, which is part of the exact formulationprovided, may not be strictly obeyed by the �nal solution obtained by following this procedure.4 Related ApproachesIn this section we discuss some techniques and algorithms that are di�erent from those described in Sec-tion 3.2.3, but which are related to the problem of virtual topology design for wavelength routed networks.Incremental Bene�t Analysis: In [15], a study of the incremental bene�ts of introducing a virtualtopology over optical WANs is undertaken. Several simplifying assumptions such as in�nite bu�ers andadequate number of wavelengths is made. The authors obtained data regarding the tra�c pattern in the T1NSFNET backbone network. The data was collected in January 1992. At that time, the NSFNET backboneused optical �bers as physical medium, but only as T1 links, without the use of either WDM or wavelengthrouting. This data serves to establish the pattern of tra�c only, that is, the proportion of total tra�c in thenetwork owing between each source-destination node pair.The goal of implementing techniques such as WDM or virtual topologies in such a network would be toscale up this tra�c pattern. Thus we would like to increase the overall tra�c owing in the network withoutchanging the relative quantities of di�erent source-destination tra�c. This is the equivalent of designing avirtual topology for minimum congestion as we discussed before. The pattern is scaled up in three di�erentways. First, the method of ow deviation is used to scale up the tra�c pattern without the use of eitherWDM or wavelength routing, but merely by routing tra�c e�ciently. This serves as the baseline with whichto compare scaleup bene�ts obtained with the use of the other two techniques. A maximum scaleup factorof 49 was observed. This scheme uses two lightpaths in each direction corresponding to each �ber, and isthus equivalent to a virtual topology which is the same as the physical topology, with a single wavelength.The second scheme uses WDM, but no wavelength routing. In other words, each �ber now acts as notone but multiple point-to-point lightpaths, but there are no lightpaths spanning more than one physicallinks. The nodal degree was limited to 4 and lightpaths were added by inspection. The best scaleup factorwas now observed to be 57.The last scheme applies wavelength routing as well as WDM, to implement arbitrary lightpaths and27



virtual topologies, though it appears that the virtual topologies are all chosen to be hypercubes. Simulatedannealing as discussed previously in [15] was applied to �nd the best possible virtual topologies in terms ofscaleup. The maximum scaleup factor was observed to be 106.It was noted that the average packet delay, as well as propagation delay and queueing delay, both ofwhich were modeled, increased somewhat over the three schemes. However, the average number of logicalhops decreased. The most dramatic result is in the increase of the scaleup factor, and the link utilizationwhich went from 32% and 23% in the minimum loaded link in the �rst two schemes to 71% in the last one,while the maximum link load remained 99% in all three schemes. Thus this analysis provides demonstrationof the bene�ts of implementing a virtual topology, as well as the incremental nature in which it may beundertaken.Limited Conversion: The motivation for the study presented in [16] is the lower cost associated withlimited conversion of wavelengths at Wavelength Routers as opposed to full conversion, as we remarked inSection 2. In this study, some terms related to limited conversion are �rst de�ned. Theoretical results arederived regarding the virtual topologies which networks with limited conversions can support. A networknode is said to have a wavelength degree k if each wavelength at an input port can be switched toone of a maximum of k wavelengths at the output port. Not all wavelengths may be switchable to kdi�erent wavelengths. In terms of our earlier terminology, full wavelength conversion would correspond toa wavelength degree of W , with every wavelength switchable to every other, and �xed and no wavelengthconversions would both be represented by a wavelength degree of 1. The set of lightpaths to be established,in terms of their source and destination nodes, as well as the route to be followed, are assumed to begiven. Thus the wavelength assignment subproblem is the focus of this study. Several results are obtainedin theoretical terms about ring networks with speci�c wavelength conversion capabilities. For example, itis shown that a ring network with full wavelength conversion capability at one node and no wavelengthconversion at the others can be used to assign clash free wavelengths to any set of lightpaths, as long asthe maximum number of lightpaths assigned a path over a single physical link is no more than W (whichis a physical bound). A similar result is also derived with a ring network that has two nodes of wavelengthdegree 2, and no wavelength conversion at the others. All these results are followed by constructive proofsrather than simply existence proofs, so that a blueprint is provided for the actual construction of such ringnetworks.Similar results are derived for more general physical network topologies. In particular, results are derivedabout a star network where limited wavelength conversion is only employed at the single hub node. Thereis a corollary which can be used to extend this result to arbitrary topologies, with the (somewhat severe butnot entirely unreasonable) restriction that the number of physical hops is no more than 2 for any lightpathin the virtual topology. A result removing this restriction for the case of physical topologies in the form ofspecially constructed tree networks is stated but no constructive proof is supplied. It is stated that a proofis possible, but it is not mentioned whether the proof is constructive.All the results in this study are exact and none depend on heuristic methods. It is not entirely clear how28



to integrate this with heuristic techniques which can solve other subproblems, or how to extend this work toarbitrary topologies, but the issue of limited wavelength conversion capabilities would appear to be worthfurther investigation.Tra�c Grooming: As we have remarked in Section 1, each lightpath has a high bandwidth and thisbandwidth may not be possible to be utilized by single users. Lightpaths must be viewed as transportchannels in the backbone network, in which tra�c from multiple user applications is multiplexed in byaccess networks. In a sense, this is the justi�cation for including the tra�c routing subproblem in the virtualtopology design problem, since tra�c for individual applications must be routed onto the virtual topologyprovided, so that lightpaths carry tra�c obtained by aggregating lower speed tra�c streams. The tra�crouting subproblem may also be viewed as including this multiplexing problem, though we have not viewedit this way in our discussion so far.The study in [7] is motivated by consideration of this issue. The pattern of multiplexing tra�c ontolightpaths a�ects the e�ciency of optical forwarding of information through Wavelength Routers, since allinformation in an entire lightpath will need to undergo electro-optic conversion and electronic routing at anintermediate node if even one lower speed tra�c stream from that lightpath has to be terminated at theintermediate node. Thus, tra�c has to be \groomed", or e�ciently multiplexed onto lightpaths, based onthis consideration. In addition, it is recognized that the manner in which such grooming is done will havean e�ect on the cost of the network in terms of the number of tranceivers that must be placed as part ofthe Add-Drop Multiplexers and Wavelength Routers at each node, which loosely corresponds to the logicaldegree of the node as previously de�ned. It is suggested that this is a dominant cost in the network, inaddition to the number of wavelengths used and the average number of physical hops in lightpaths. Theselatter metrics are the only ones that have been largely addressed in most studies on wavelength routed opticalnetworks to date.Only some of the issues raised by these considerations are addressed in [7]. Ring architectures areconsidered for the physical topology since rings are expected to be of more interest in optical networks in thenear future due to availability of ring-type protocols and architectures. Several di�erent ring architecturesare speci�ed. In terms of our earlier terminology, one of these implements the physical topology as thevirtual topology, and another implements a fully connected virtual topology, that is a lightpath betweenevery node pair with tra�c between them. The other ring architectures proposed implement speci�c virtualtopologies. The ring architectures are compared on the basis of results derived regarding the average numberof tranceivers at the nodes, number of wavelengths, and average number of physical hops. These parametersreect the suitability of these architectures for tra�c grooming. The conditions of tra�c (such as staticor dynamic, uniform or non-uniform), under which the di�erent architectures are most useful, are derived.Actual methods of assigning the tra�c multiplexing are not discussed. Similar issues arising in arbitraryphysical topologies and extension to actual grooming methods would appear to be areas worth furtherinvestigation.
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Generalized Lightpaths: In [19], the concept of a lightpath is generalized into that of a lighttree, which,like a lightpath, is a clear channel implemented with a single wavelength with a given source node. But unlikethe lightpath, a lighttree has multiple destination nodes, thus a lighttree is a point-to-multipoint channel.The physical links implementing a lighttree form a a tree rather than a path in the physical topology, hencethe name. The points that are emphasized in this study are the following. A lighttree is a more generalrepresentation of a lightpath, hence the set of virtual topologies that can be implemented using lighttrees is asuperset of the virtual topologies that can be implemented only using lightpaths. Thus for any given virtualtopology problem, an optimal solution using lighttrees is guaranteed to be at least as good and possiblyan improvement over the optimal solution obtained using only lightpaths. Another attractive feature oflighttrees is the inherent capability for optical multicasting. The current study refers to only unicast andbroadcast tra�c problems and identi�es the multicast problem as an area of ongoing study. An illustrativeexample is given, and the mathematical formulation of the problem is outlined. Optical switch architecturesinvolved in networks based on lighttrees is also reviewed.As pointed out previously, the optimal solution using a more general construct is certain to improveon the optimal solution with a less general one. However, as we already know, optimal solutions are notpractically obtainable, and with a more general construct and hence a much larger search space this is goingto be even more true. Heuristic solutions will have to be designed to obtain good solutions, and must betailored to suit the larger search space. With unicast tra�c problems, the lighttree approach trades o�more bandwidth to further improve delay, congestion, and physical hop characteristics than the lightpathapproach. This is the tradeo� we mentioned in Section 1. The challenge in this case will be to designheuristics that can cope with the increased complexity of the problem and yet produce solutions in which agood tradeo� is achieved. This appears to be an area worth further investigation.5 Recon�gurability ConsiderationsAs we have already remarked, the problem of recon�guring a network from one virtual topology to anotheris a related problem to virtual topology design. Two possible approaches to this problem are discussed inthis section.5.1 Cost ApproachIn this approach, it is assumed that the current virtual topology as well as the new virtual topology that thenetwork must be recon�gured to are known, together with the physical topology details. The concern is tominimize the cost of the recon�guration. The cost can be expressed in terms of the number of WavelengthRouters that need to have their optical switching reprogrammed, or the total number of optical switchingsthat need to be changed to implement the new lightpaths and eliminate old ones. These metrics are appro-priate since they reect the amount of time the network must be taken o� line to make the changes, as wellas the reprogramming e�ort for the recon�guration. Other similar metrics may also be applicable. It may30



be the case that the network cannot be taken o� line at all, but that a succession of intermediate virtualtopologies have to be designed to eliminate single, or groups of, routers which can be recon�gured and putback in operation. Much more complicated metrics reecting total time taken to recon�gure as well as thee�ort to redesign the intermediate topologies need to be developed in this case.We have not found any study of these recon�guration problems in the literature for wavelength routedWANs, though studies involving the recon�guration of virtual topologies for broadcast LANs exist, as detailedin the survey of related literature carried out in [11]. These studies involve link-exchange and branch-exchangetechniques to minimize the cost of converting one virtual topology into another, and similar methods maybe possible to exploit for the wavelength routed network which are the topic of this survey.5.2 Optimization ApproachAnother approach is to assume that only the current virtual topology is given, together with the changedtra�c pattern and/or physical topology that makes recon�guration necessary. This is the approach taken in[2]. The recon�guration algorithm proposed in [2] involves solving the new virtual topology problem on itsown without reference to the current virtual topology to obtain a new optimal solution, with a new optimalvalue for the objective function which is noted. The virtual topology design problem is then reformulatedwith an additional constraint that constrains the old objective function to this noted value, and a newobjective function that involves minimizing the number of lightpaths that must be either added or removed.While this method is guaranteed to �nd a solution that results in a virtual topology that is optimal forthe new conditions, it does not achieve a balance between �nding an optimal new virtual topology and onethat involves as little change from the old one as possible. It is possible that a very costly recon�guration willbe undertaken for only a slight gain in network performance. More balanced formulations of this problemmay be possible, and heuristics designed on such formulations are likely to perform better in practice.6 Concluding RemarksAs we have seen, the problem of virtual topology design for wide area wavelength routed optical networkscovers a considerable area, and many approaches to this and related problems have been taken in theliterature. It is not easy or useful to attempt to compare results from the di�erent approaches. In conclusion,we summarize the approaches taken to this problem and qualitative results obtained in the literature.Virtual topology design over a wide area wavelength routed optical WDM network is an attempt touse the best of both the optical and electronic world. In wide area backbone networks, the lightpaths ofa virtual topology are set up to trade o� the ample bandwidth available in the �ber with the electro-opticconversion and electronic processing time at intermediate nodes. Studies have been made regarding thebene�t obtained by using a virtual topology over using the same �ber network without WDM, or withWDM but no wavelength routing. These studies indicate that using virtual topologies can improve networkcharacteristics, and virtual topology design is an important research area.31



We have seen that the usual goals of virtual topology design are to improve some network performancemeasure such as congestion. Exact formulations of the problem are available in the literature, but they areknown to be, or conjectured to be, computationally intractable, so heuristics for determining and implement-ing a virtual topology have been proposed. Most heuristics attempt to address parts of the problem ratherthan the whole, by decomposing the problem approximately into subproblems. Heuristic solutions have beenproposed which provide tractable approximate solutions to the subproblems. Studies have been undertakento determine which of several alternative heuristics can be expected to work better under di�erent givennetwork and tra�c conditions. Heuristics have also been developed for special cases of network topologyand theoretical results have been derived for such special cases.Virtual topology design is a growing research area. New areas of investigation have been suggested andexplored in the literature. These include extending results obtained for special cases to broader context,and extending the freedom allowed in formulating the problem to take advantage of improving equipmentcapabilities. It is expected that many new results will be obtained in this �eld of research in the future.
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